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A four-probe technique for measurement of electrical resistance on low-temperature ion-irradiated
metallic sheets is described. The design, temperature control system, preparation method of samples
and the resistivity measurements are described in detail. The resistivity recovery (RR) curve has been
measured on a Fe–5%Cr model alloy irradiated with 5 MeV protons. The procedure to obtain the RR deriv-
ative curve is outlined and experimental errors are identified and quantified. Special care has been taken
to use a sample with very low impurity content and low dislocation density (1.2 � 108 cm�2). Thus,
effects in recovery spectrum of the Fe–5%Cr alloy are only due to the presence of Cr and irradiation
defects, which will be mainly Frenkel Pairs (FPs) given that the mean energy of the Primary Knock-on
Atoms (PKA) is close to 0.35 keV. The results obtained for the Fe–5%Cr under 5 MeV proton irradiation
are found to be in overall agreement with previous experimental measurements performed under elec-
tron irradiation although some differences appear probably due to the different spatial distribution of the
created defects and the higher temperature resolution of annealing steps. The RR spectrum obtained
reveals the appearance of the structure of stages I and II and also a partial suppression of the stage III peak
with respect to previous results obtained after electron irradiation. The stage III suppression is explained
as a superposition of vacancy recombination effects and short-range ordering (SRO) effects which are
apparently dependent on the spatial distribution of defects created during irradiation. Moreover, recom-
bination phenomena are observed beyond stage III up to 500 K.

� 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Development of nuclear materials capable to withstand hostile
environments is one of the principal challenges facing the develop-
ment of future nuclear reactors. In particular, structural materials
of future fusion reactors will be exposed to intense high-energy
neutrons, electrons, ions and electromagnetic irradiation as a
consequence of fusion reactions in the hot plasma. This radiation
will produce a significant amount of defects in the structure of
the materials, affecting their physical properties at different scales,
and hence, their reliability as structural materials.

In order to identify suitable structural materials for fusion
reactors and establish boundary conditions for such materials in
operation, it is crucial to fully understand the radiation effects,
which can be done using a physically-based modelling approach.
This can be achieved undertaking computational simulations to
reproduce well-designed experiments carried out under well
controlled irradiation conditions and on model alloys. This method
allows validating parts of our models and can provide additional
information on the atomistic mechanisms responsible for defect
evolution. This approach is non-straightforward and strong efforts
are still needed to develop the models and to obtain new experi-
mental data.

When it comes to structural materials, it is well known that
reduced activation ferritic/martensitic steels (RAFM) are the most
promising candidates for fusion and fission applications. Its
optimized Cr concentration (typically �9%) reduces swelling, radi-
ation-induced ductile–brittle transition temperature (DBTT) [1,2]
and increases protection against corrosion [3]. It is postulated that
trapping of interstitials and interstitial clusters due to Cr atoms in
Fe alloys might explain the reduced swelling and enhanced
nucleation of interstitial loops compared to pure Fe [4]. Neverthe-
less micro-structural mechanisms responsible for such behaviour
and its evolution under irradiation are still not well understood
and detailed study of FeCrx based alloys is still required. The resis-
tivity recovery (RR) measurements can be used as a validation tool
to study basic physics of point defects in FeCrx systems and this has
been the case, as this method has been widely used [5–8] because
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of its high sensitivity to the presence of defects in metals. RR mea-
surements can isolate the effects of irradiation defects as they are
usually performed at cryogenic temperatures. Thus the electron–
phonon interaction is suppressed and the measured resistivity val-
ues only depend on the ordering of the material microstructure,
i.e., the residual resistivity. The cryogenics condition requires
performing in situ measurements where residual resistivity values
can be obtained before, during and after irradiation and also after
temperature cycles. Measuring the radiation-induced resistivity
of the microstructure of irradiated Fe and FeCrx alloys allows cor-
relating defect production with irradiation parameters, in particu-
lar dose and energy. In addition, the follow-up of damage during
post-irradiation annealing provides valuable information on defect
kinetics, their diffusion, recombination and clustering.

As suitable 14 MeV neutron sources are not yet available for
material studies, research has been mainly centred on the use of
electron irradiations which produce mainly spatially separated
FPs. One of the advantages of this type of irradiation is that initial
conditions are relatively easy to define in simulation set-up. Thus,
using electron irradiation and combining RR experiments [5],
positron annihilation (PA) experiments [9] and simulations, which
combine Molecular Dynamics (MD), kinetic Monte-Carlo (kMC)
and Rate Theory [10], it was possible to shed light on fundamental
aspects of defect kinetics in pure Fe. Concerning Fe alloys, it has been
shown that the presence of solutes exhibits strong interaction with
point defects, which complicates the interpretation of RR stages in
terms of defect kinetics. Particularly in bcc Fe–Cr alloys it has been
determined that Cr solutes tend to trap self-interstitial atoms
(SIA), but, do not interact with vacancies (V) [11]. Thus, the migra-
tion mechanisms of very simple defects, such as interstitials, vacan-
cies and their small clusters change with respect to pure Fe. Also, in
binary alloys the long range migration of simple defects enhances
the rearrangement of solutes, leading to changes in the residual
resistivity. Such re-ordering is the so-called short-range ordering
(SRO) and can lead to increase or decrease of residual resistivity val-
ues as a function of the sign of the Cowley–Warren SRO parameters
[12,13]. All these questions, the limited experimental data available
[11,14–18] and the current limitations of computing models and
codes stresses the need to continue to perform new well controlled
experiments to understand the physics of FeCrx RR spectra.

Up to date most resistivity and positron annihilation experi-
ments for understanding the behaviour of RAFM based alloys have
been carried out under electron irradiation [5,8,11,14–17,19–21]. It
is worth noting that in this work the irradiation of samples was
carried out with 5 MeV protons, which allows to study the behav-
iour of steel microstructure under a type of irradiation damage dif-
ferent from the one generated by electrons but closer to what
neutrons would create. As it is shown in the discussion, this is
going to reveal new processes on the RR results.In this work, a pure
Fe–5%Cr specimen was irradiated by 5 MeV protons at 50 K. The
defects created during irradiation contribute to the so-called radi-
ation induced resistivity (RIR) which is measured at a temperature
of 20 K. After irradiation, the sample temperature was raised up by
successive temperature steps and then cooled down again to base
temperature (Tbase = 30 K) in order to perform all the residual resis-
tivity measurements after annealing up to 500 K. The RR curve was
obtained with this procedure and its derivative provides the RR
spectrum where the stages I, II and III can be identified.

In Section 2 we first describe the studied material and its prep-
aration, the experimental set-up, the irradiation and finally the
measurement proceeding. Section 3 is dedicated to the theoretical
calculation of the damage produced by proton irradiation, which
will set the basis for the discussion of the experimental results.
We then present the results obtained and the analysis method in
Section 4. Finally, a comparison with previous measurements per-
formed with electron irradiation is presented and discussed.
2. Experimental

In this section the requirements and difficulties for undertaking
RR measurements on samples irradiated at cryogenic temperatures
are outlined. An explanation of experimental details highlighting
the technological difficulties needed to be overcome in such exper-
iments is interesting in order to understand the reliability and
comparability among results from different authors. In particular,
the design of the sample holder which assembles all the systems
for resistivity measurements, heating and temperature monitoring
is carefully described as it is a fundamental piece to guarantee the
success of the RR measurements. The system described here was
developed in order to irradiate thin metal alloy foils using protons
of some MeV’s at cryogenic temperatures in order to achieve an al-
most homogeneous damage in the bulk of the order of 10�4 dis-
placement per atom (dpa). Then, once irradiated, the residual
resistivity of the sample is monitored near liquid He (LHe) temper-
atures along a step-like annealing process. The measurements
were undertaken at the 5 MV Tandetron accelerator of CMAM
(Centro de Micro-Análisis de Materiales) [22]. A 5 MeV proton
beam with a current of 30 nA was used to assure a negligible sam-
ple heating, so a total sample irradiation time of 2.5 h was needed
to achieve the desired dose.

The basic requirements for achieving reliable RR measurements
are the following:

� A thin sample with well controlled microstructure and
impurity content.

� An experimental chamber for irradiation at cryogenic tem-
peratures with an ad hoc sample holder.

� A reliable system for monitoring and control the sample
temperature (crucial issue).

� An in situ analysis technique for the resistivity measure-
ments and the temperature cycles.

� A suitable proton beam and its associated beam control
systems.

2.1. Material and sample preparation

Fulfilment of required experimental conditions (bulk uniform
irradiation, high temperature range from cryogenics to 500 K,
low-voltage measurements and temperature cycling) together
with sensitive subsequent treatment of the experimental data
(derivative of the experimental curve) makes RR experiments diffi-
cult to perform. Several authors have developed experimental RR
systems for wire-like and bridge-type [23] samples of tens to
hundreds of lm thickness [5,8,11,15,20,24,25]. In such cases, the
sample preparation methods used involved mechanising processes
that may alter the microstructure and composition of the departing
material and thus give rise to unclear results. In the present work
we wanted to avoid cold-rolling to prepare the specimens in order
to guarantee that the purity, grain size, Cr distribution and low dis-
location density of the departing material is maintained. The chro-
mium ferritic/martensitic base alloy used was designed in the
framework of EFDA contract [26,27] and provided by ‘‘ĹEcole
Nationale Supérieure des Mines’’ (CNRS) in the form of small bars
of 10.9 mm of diameter. The Fe–5%Cr was recrystallized after cold
reduction of 70% and then heat treated for 1 h under pure Ar flow
at 1023 K. Table 1 lists the composition, the annealing tempera-
ture, the mean grain size and the dislocation density of the irradi-
ated alloy. The four-lead van der Pauw (VdP) technique [28] was
thus chosen for measuring the resistivity. The method assumes
that samples are homogeneous, isotropic, and two-dimensional
(thickness small compared to breadth and width) and that the
sample boundaries are sharply defined. The ‘‘clover-leaf’’ geometry



Table 1
Detailed microstructure of studied material: impurity content (ppm), grain size and
dislocation density.

Composition and microstructure Fe–5%Cr

C 3
O 6
S 3
N 3
P <5
Cr 5.40 wt%
Annealing temperature 750 �C
Mean grain size 68 lm
Dislocation density 1.2 � 108 cm�2

Fig. 1. (a) The sample holder, without the radiation shield, as mounted on the cold
finger. (b) A cross-sectional profile of the sample holder: 1. Sample – 2. Cu plate
with a deposited layer of SiO2 – 3. OFHC Cu sample holder which adapts to the
cryostat cold finger – 4. Copper holder which contains the heater – 5. Thermocoax�

heater – 6. Pin-like intermediate connectors – 7. Type E thermocouples – 8. Silicon
diode – 9. Nylon screws – 10. Electrical connections for resistivity.
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of the sample allows maximum profit of the slices cut from the
departing bars, avoiding highly damaging mechanising processes.
In the ASTM standards it is recommended for samples of arbitrary
shape [23], resulting in a less strict configuration concerning the
sample dimensions and probe position (as it is in the bridge config-
uration). It is also recommended in order to reduce any errors due
to non-ideal contacts [28–30] and to improve the geometric factor
(this is the factor which relates the electrical resistance with the
resistivity and usually depends on the shape of the sample and
the position of the electrodes). The measurement results are then
independent of the wanderings of probes in a region near the bor-
der and therefore it is unnecessary to determine the precise posi-
tions of probes in order to make corrections for the boundary
effect [31].

In addition, the samples need to be sufficiently thin in order to
ensure quite uniform bulk irradiation while simultaneously allow-
ing bulk resistivity measurements to be made (minimizing surface
effects). In order to obtain a homogeneous distribution of damage
throughout the bulk with energetic protons, samples have to be
thin enough so that the Bragg’s peak is well beyond the thickness
of the sample. For 5 MeV protons this condition determines a max-
imum thickness of 70 lm according to SRIM simulations [32].
Thus, a �50 lm plane-parallel foil was obtained from the delivered
bars while minimizing alterations to the microstructure.

The sample preparation process to obtain ‘‘clover-leaf’’ 50 lm
samples was designed to minimize any modifications to the micro-
structure of the departing material. Firstly, 0.5–1 mm thick slices
were cut by spark erosion from the original bars and then 4 clefts
where performed using the same technique to obtain the ‘‘clover
leaf’’ shape. Next, the thin overlying oxide layer was removed using
a low temperature (�20 �C) electrochemical process with ethanol
and perchloric acid. Then, the samples were grinded using 320,
600, 1200 and 2500 paper-grit. Finally, they were polished on a
plane-parallel automatic polishing machine, employing diamond
suspensions from 3 to 0.25 lm. Eventually, the size of the speci-
mens was �50 lm thick with a mirror-like surface finish. Although
mechanical polishing can induce a damage deformation surface in
some cases, deformation-free surfaces can be obtained by correct
choice of the cutting device (manual or automatic), polishing
methods (purely mechanical or chemical–mechanical process)
and abrasives used [33,34]. Indeed the 63 lm grade of polycrystal-
line diamond used here as the carrier paste added to a short-nap
cloth produced a surface with a shallow low-strain-damaged layer
which eventually should be neglected with respect to the bulk of
the sample. Electrochemical polishing was also considered as the
final treatment to remove possible surface mechanical stresses
but after several tests it was rejected given that control over the
geometry of the sample was not accurate and plane-parallelism
and shape where degraded. Concerning thermal treatments, some
tests were done in vacuum conditions, but the appearance of a thin
oxidation layer on the surfaces was considered to be much worse
than the few nanometer damage produced by the mechanical pol-
ishing. From these considerations we ruled out the use of cold-roll-
ing techniques to produce a long rectangular sample, as this
method needs a high temperature thermal treatment to remove
the huge damage produced. Considering the 50 lm thickness, this
treatment could alter the original microstructure, the SRO param-
eter and can segregate Cr ions to the surface.

2.2. Experimental set-up

In order to perform the experiments proposed, a dedicated test
chamber was designed, built and installed in a line of the ion accel-
erator of CMAM. The test chamber was designed in such a way that
sample can be irradiated while performing resistivity measure-
ments, monitoring and controlling the temperature of the sample
simultaneously. The set-up for the experiment undertaken here
consisted in placing the sample at the end of the cold finger of a
continuum flow cryostat; model ST-400by Janis Research Co.
(Wilmington, MA), together with an oven, a temperature control
system and corresponding electrical connections for the resistivity
measurements. The cryostat is attached to the top of the experi-
mental chamber. In addition, there is a rotary feedthrough on this
top which holds ionoluminescent quartz in front of the sample be-
fore starting the irradiation in order to determine the position, size
and homogeneity of the proton beam. With this system, ‘in situ’
cooling down, irradiation, isochronal annealing and resistivity
measurements can be done, avoiding post-irradiated manipulation
of the sample.

The cryostat was accommodated to a vacuum chamber.
Feedthroughs provide connections for electrical and temperature
measurements. As standard inner temperature controls, the cryostat
includes one high temperature (500 K) standard curve silicon diode
and a 50 X cartridge heater. The cold finger is protected with an
adjustable height gold plated OFHC Copper radiation shield 3.3 cm
O.D. The specimen holder (see Fig. 1) assembles all the systems for



Fig. 2. Beam alignment and irradiation set-up: 1. Transmission Faraday cup – 2.
Collimation slits – 3. Faraday cup – 4. Beam line – 5. Rotary feedthrough with
ionoluminescent quartz – 6. Cryostat and LHe transfer line – 7. Sample holder.

Fig. 3. (a) R12 probe configuration for VdP: current passes through probes 1 and 2
and voltage drop is measured between 3 and 4. (b) R23 configuration: current is
applied to probes 2 and 3, and voltage is measured between 4 and 1.
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measurement, heating and control. The sample holder system had to
handle a wide range of temperatures, i.e. from liquid helium up to
500 K. This implied that good contact at the thermal boundaries (be-
tween the heat sink and the sample) had to be maintained over a
range of �500 K. Also the metallic sample had to be electrically iso-
lated from the rest of the system but at the same time a good thermal
conductivity between sample and warm and cool sources was re-
quired in order to get an accurate and robust temperature control.
Variations of resistivity due to irradiation are in the order of hun-
dreds of nX cm and variations of resistivity due to temperature
changes (near LHe) are two orders of magnitude smaller (Dq
�8 nX cm, per degree at 30 K), thus the control of temperature at
the sample has to be very sensitive and stable, otherwise large
experimental error could be amplified during the calculation of
the derivative of the RR curve. The sample holder is made of OFHC
cooper and fixed to the end of the cold finger with screws and indium
foil. For easy and non-damaging handling, the sample is stuck with
varnish GE-7031 to a thin (0.3 mm) cooper plate. This varnish was
tested under ion-irradiation and was able to withstand high ion
fluxes before being denatured. The plate is covered by a sputtered
thin film of SiO2 which makes the surface electrically isolating but
keeps good thermal conducting at low temperatures. The four-probe
electrical connections were made by spot welding on the edges of
the sample. Four cooper AWG32 wires link the sample with an inter-
mediate pin-like connector on the sample holder. Two type E ther-
mocouples are spot welded at the upper and lower edges of the
sample respectively in order to determine the sample temperature
and any possible temperature gradient along it. Also, since thermo-
couples may not be totally reliable at the very low temperatures em-
ployed, a silicon diode is attached to the plate close to the sample. It
should also be noted that, as described before, an additional silicon
diode is placed inside the cold finger of the cryostat in order to
achieve good temperature control of the heat sink. Finally, the heat
source for raising the sample temperature is a coaxial cable electrical
heater (11 X) which is placed at the rear part of the sample holder.
All the temperature probes, the four-probe sample connections
and the heater are connected to their respective UHV feedthroughs
by thermally anchored suitable extension cables.

Once the sample is placed on the cold-finger, the whole system
is placed in a vacuum chamber at the end of one of the beam line of
the ion accelerator. During irradiation the collimated ion beam
passes through a 15 mm diameter hole in the radiation shield
and impacts the sample. The beam current of 30 nA (for samples
of 50 lm) was used in order to minimize the increase in sample
temperature during irradiation (Tirr, �50 K). In order to measure
the beam current with accuracy, two independent devices where
used: a Faraday cup and a transmission Faraday cup. They were
placed in the irradiation line before the vacuum chamber, as it
can be seen in Fig. 2, which pictures schematically the whole
assembly in the beam line. Concerning the beam shape, an over fo-
cused homogenous irradiation area (around 6.5 � 6.5 mm2) into
the sample was carried out. The beam positioning, and its homoge-
neity, was set using the ionoluminescence from a fused silica plate
that was placed temporarily in front of the sample on a rotary
feedthrough.

2.3. Resistivity and temperature measurements

Electrical measurements were made in DC mode with the 4-
point-probe method in the VdP configuration [28]. The resistivity
of the sample has to be measured in configurations R12 and R23

as shown in Fig. 3. Current and voltage leads where connected to
a high precision current source (model 6221 by Keithley Instru-
ments Inc., Cleveland, OH) and to a nano-voltmeter (model
2182A by Keithley Instruments Inc., Cleveland, OH) which were
connected to each other with an RS-232 bus and a trigger link.
Combination of such current source and nano-voltmeter was used
to perform delta mode, that is, a delta current-reversal technique
that is used to cancel the effects of thermal EMFs [35]. The sample
voltage is measured with an accuracy of 10�8 V while applying
100 mA (±0.1%). When considering the standard deviation of the
experimental value (at a given temperature) it is in the order of
1–0.1 nX cm, thus for measuring resistivity differences, the
standard deviation is the error considered. Reproducibility of the
resistivity values strongly depends on the stability of the sample
temperature, so 1 nX cm accuracy corresponds to a 0.1 K of
uncertainty (at 30 K). It must be noted that measurement of the
true sample temperature while resistivity is being measured is
always a challenge at these low temperatures. In the current set-
up, the only sensors that maintain contact with the sample are
the spot-welded thermocouples. However, as thermocouples are
not very reliable at temperatures below 77 K, an alternative silicon
diode was placed over the Cu plate and separated from the sample
by only 1 mm (see Fig. 1). This sensor is used to control the base
temperature for the measurements with the proportional-integral
derivative (PID) controller. In order to make clear the orders of
magnitude, Table 2 summarizes values and errors of resistivity
and temperatures measured with each sensor in the set-up. It also
must be noted that the temperature sensors were tested in a LN
bath in order to check its good performance under isothermal con-
ditions at low temperature.

RIR measurements where performed at minimum temperature
in the cryostat and RR measurements at a base temperature (Tbase)
of �30 K. The RR curves where obtained along step-like annealing
procedure: the temperature was raised in steps of 2.5 K between
50 and 90 K, DT/T = 0.03 from 90 to 400 K and 20 K steps above
400 K. The temperature ramps had a rising velocity of 10 K/min
and annealing time is Dt = 120 s. The ultimate annealing tempera-
ture reached was close to 500 K and the complete annealing and
measurement process took over 60 h after irradiation. It is worth
noting that the key point for measuring RR curves is to understand



Table 2
Values for a sample of Fe–5%Cr: q is the resistivity of the sample, TSD670 is the temperature of the silicon diode placed on the sample holder, TTC is the temperature read by the
thermocouples and TID ST-400 is the temperature of the inner diode of the cryostat ST-400.

q (nX cm) TSD670 (K) TTC (K) TID ST-400 (K)

RT 33033.1 ± 0.9 300.0706 ± 0.0002 299.47 ± 0.07 300.234 ± 0.008
Base T 10367.5 ± 1.2 11.331 ± 0.012 29.78 ± 0.18 4.53 ± 0.09
Min. T in cryostat 9893.0 ± 0.6 7.676 ± 0.002 23.27 ± 0.11 4.0235 ± 0.0014
HeL immersion 9864.5 ± 1.1a 4.23903 ± 0.00005 – –

a Minimum error in resistivity should be found during the HeL immersion test because of the strong stability of the temperature, nevertheless as the sample was directly in
the HeL device without correct shielding of the electric cables, the error is higher than expected.
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how well the system is capable of returning to the base Tbase after
cycling, bearing in mind that as the annealing proceeds, the LHe
flow can vary and also the spot-welded electrical connections
and thermal boundaries could be slightly modified due to the tem-
perature cycles. In order to estimate a more representative value of
the resistivity error, a value of twice the standard deviation of the
first points of the annealing process (30–55 K) where recovery can
be barely appreciated has been taken; giving a value of 3 nX cm.
This provides an upper limit value for error but it is considered a
better estimate of the whole experimental errors commented
above.

The reproducibility of the RR data has been checked and an
example of stage I is shown in the insert of Fig. 6. This first stage
of the RR spectrum where more errors normally appear is well
reproduced and also small sub-stages before main stage ID are
revealed (see Section 5 and Figs. 6 and 8). Such sub-stages have
not been shown in other experiments due to the large annealing
intervals used or missing data. In this paper strong effort has been
made to obtain a reliable RR spectrum, treating the whole uncer-
tainties of a resistivity measurement in an explicit way because
in literature this point is normally omitted.
3. BCA analysis of proton irradiation

As we mentioned in a previous section, resistivity measure-
ments have been done in most investigations with electrons to
understand the basic effects of radiation. In the case of fusion
materials, it is necessary to model the effect of neutrons and there-
fore the damage and results obtained using electrons has to be
extrapolated to the neutron case. As protons will produce a type
Fig. 4. PKA spectra of 5 MeV protons in 50 lm sample. Squares correspond to
calculations made with MARLOWE code and triangles correspond to calculations
made with SRIM code.
of damage closer to the one generated by neutrons than electrons,
it seemed to us that it would be interesting to extend RR results
previously obtained by electron irradiation to the case of protons.
This section presents a discussion concerning differences and sim-
ilarities with neutron, proton and electron irradiations and the par-
ticular case here studied of 5 MeV protons on a Fe–5%Cr sample.

The 14 MeV fusion neutrons are expected to produce high
energy recoils which will be responsible for the formation of a
large amount of defects. High energy protons (10–18 MeV) would
reproduce the high energy recoils but also would produce a higher
number of low energy recoils which may end up in a larger propor-
tion of FPs than in the case of neutron irradiation. Indeed, as it was
shown by Omar et al. [36], the differential cross-sections and dam-
age energy distributions of 10–16 MeV protons approximate to
14 MeV neutrons for energy recoils greater than few keV. However,
protons deposit a larger fraction of their damage energy through
collisions with energy transfers lower than 1 keV compared to neu-
trons. Thus, except in the low energy part, the PKA spectrum
expected for high-energy protons is very similar to the one ob-
tained with 14 MeV neutrons. The PKA spectrum of 5 MeV protons
in a 50 lm Fe sample was calculated by using two independent
BCA codes: SRIM and MARLOWE [37]. The results are plotted in
Fig. 4 and good agreement between both calculations is observed.
The obtained mean energy of PKA spectrum is about 0.35 keV. This
value has to be compared for example to the case of 2.5 MeV elec-
trons, which produce PKA’s with a mean energy of only 0.06 keV
[38]. Therefore, although it is expected that in both cases mainly
FPs will form during irradiation, some differences could be ex-
pected. In particular, it seems reasonable to think that the created
FPs will have a different spatial distribution, mainly a higher sepa-
ration distance between the SIA and its vacancy than the one ob-
tained with electron irradiation. Thus for 5 MeV protons, the I–V
mean distance would be larger than the 4a0 calculated for
2.5 MeV electrons [39]. Following this reasoning, this larger sepa-
ration would lead to a reduction of stage I amplitude for proton
irradiated samples, as it is experimentally observed (see Section 5).
The type of created damage and its spatial distribution is going to
be of high importance for interpretation of the experimental re-
sults, in particular at low temperatures, where spatial correlations
between defects play an important role, as demonstrated in [39].

As previous authors used SRIM to estimate the FP number, we
also used this code for dose comparison purposes (it is well known
that position of peaks can be dose dependent). For a proton irradi-
ation in pure Fe, the obtained initial concentration of FPs was
100 appm for a fluence of 3.7 � 1015 cm�2. Anyway total dose
could also be compared by RIR values. We also assume that the
concentration of FPs in Fe–Cr based alloys will be similar. Indeed,
as it was shown by Terentyev et al. [4] using MD, the presence of
Cr does not affect the ballistic phase of the cascades and eventually
in terms of number of atomic displacements, volume and density
and the final population of defects and clusters is only slightly al-
tered. Models just predict a slight increase in the FP number and
less defect clusters of n > 5. The main difference is that the concen-
tration of the Cr dumbbells is higher than expected from sample
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stoichiometry due to the recombination effects during the ballistic
phase of the cascades. For more realistic calculations, including
recombination, MARLOWE code was also used to estimate FP den-
sity, obtaining only 18 appm using the accepted capture radius of
3.3 ao for I–V recombination [40].
4. Results

The experimental characteristics of the sample are given in
Table 3, as well as the fluence and the RIR. The increase in resistiv-
ity as a function of proton fluence is plotted in Fig. 5 along with the
resistivity change rate (RCR = dq/d/). As it has been observed in a
previous work on Fe–Cr alloys [14], the rate of change of the resis-
Table 3
Specimen experimental characteristics, residual resistivity ratio (RRR) and RIR
measured at minimum temperature reached on the sample, 23 K.

Sample Thickness (lm) q0 (nX cm) RRR Fluence (ion/cm2) Dq (nX cm)

Fe–5%Cr 51.83 ± 1.17 9893.0 ± 0.6 3.3 3.7 � 1015 431

Fig. 5. Radiation induced resistivity of Fe–5%Cr measured at Tmin = 23 K (triangles –
left axis) and the corresponding resistivity change rate (dots – right axis).

Fig. 6. Isochronal recovery Dq(T)/Dq0 and its derivative, �d(Dq(T)/Dq0)/dT for Fe–
5%Cr alloy.
tivity decreases towards an asymptotic value, which is explained
by the assumption that the defect specific resistivity is a decreasing
function of defect concentration.

In Fig. 6 we reported the variation of the normalized RR
(RR = Dq/Dq0) with annealing temperature for the Fe–5%Cr as
explained in Section 2.3. The RR values shown in this figure are
normalized at Tbase. Details on the calculation of the errors were
described is Section 2.3. For the sake of clarity the RR derivative
has been also depicted in Fig. 6. It can feel striking to the reader
that the uncertainties in RR derivative get reduced as the annealing
rises temperatures, but this comes from the used error formula
itself. As it is a derivative, it takes into account the temperatures
difference between each pair of points. At very low temperature,
the points are very close, so dividing by this difference gives higher
numerical errors, different from purely experimental errors. Para-
doxically, the more spaced are the points in the annealing, the
lower error in derivative is provided, although some information
is lost in between. Despite of this, it has been considered that high
resolution in temperature is better to reveal the fine structure of
the RR peaks.
5. Discussion

For the analysis of the experimental RR spectrum the determi-
nation of the temperature range of each stage was made following
previous works carried out on Fe and FeCrx alloys [5,11,20] but
adapted to the current measurement. The definition of the inter-
vals and % of recovery for every stage is detailed in Table 4, and
compared to the works of Nikolaev [17] and Benkaddour et al.
[20] (both electron irradiation) obtained after digitalization of their
results. To compare with previous results, a convention has been
followed regarding stage notation; stage IIIA corresponds to the
generally accepted stage III, the notation IIIB corresponds to the
temperature interval up to what we can compare with Nikolaev’s
data and stage IIIC corresponds to the rest of the temperature range
beyond stage III and before stage IV (520–550 K) [10]. As it can be
seen in Fig. 6, the RR spectrum obtained with the Fe–5%Cr sample
exhibits stages I, II and III in the temperature intervals at which
they have been already observed in the literature [17,20] on sam-
ples irradiated with 5 and 2.5 MeV electrons (reaching values of
RIR of 380 and 3333 nX cm, respectively). A graphical comparison
of such measurements can be found in Figs. 7 and 8.

As it is evidenced in Fig. 6, stage I is in fact a result of several
sub-stages. Our results are in agreement with the accepted view
that stage I in Fe–Cr alloys corresponds in fact to correlated recom-
bination of SIAs and mixed dumbbells with vacancies. The main
recovery is found at 108 K and corresponds to the ID substage pro-
cess that is usually observed in pure Fe. Peaks or shoulders below
108 K have been related to close pair recombination of non-
trapped mixed dumbbells which have a lower migration energy
(Em = 0.23 eV [41]) than SIA (Em = 0.34 eV [41,42]) and even mixed
DI-SIA (Fe–Fe and Cr–Cr dumbbell) with an estimated activation
energy of 0.30 eV [41] for a dilute FeCr system. Using sufficiently
small annealing steps we were able in this work to reveal a sub-
structure of stage I around, 50, 70 and 80 K. Concerning the relative
amplitude of stage I, as the mean distance between the FPs is
expected to be larger than in electron irradiation experiments, as
already discussed in Section 3, configurational trapping [16,39]
has higher influence, Thus less recovery due to correlated recombi-
nation is expected in proton irradiated alloys. Indeed this is con-
firmed by the partial recovery in stage I indicated in Table 4.

In Fe–Cr systems the long-range migration of SIAs and mixed
dumbbells is suppressed in stage I by the trapping effect of other
neighbouring Crs atoms (substitutional Cr). Thus formation of clus-
ters of 2 or 3 SIAs (Em = 0.43 eV [41]) is also suppressed and the



Table 4
Percent recovery of resistivity in every stage along thermal annealing.

Stage I (30–120) Stage II (120–200) Stage IIIA (200–285) Stage IIIB (285–400) Stage IIIC (400–485) Incident particle and energy Source

37.0 24.2 4.1 13.1 10.2 H+ 5 MeV Present work
58.6 18.6 16.6 2.1 – e� 5 MeV Nikolaev [17]
53.7 27.6 11.4 3.2 2.1 e� 2.5 MeV Benkaddour et al. [20]

Fig. 7. Representation of the defect recovery curve in Fe–5%Cr irradiated with
5 MeV protons (this work), together with digitalized data from experiments made
with 5 and 2.5 MeV electrons in samples with 4% and 5% of Cr respectively [17,20].

Fig. 8. Comparison of the RR spectra curves of Fe–5%Cr irradiated with 5 MeV
protons (this work), with digitalized data from experiments made with 5 and
2.5 MeV electrons in samples with 4% and 5% of Cr respectively [17,20].
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presence of stage II cannot be attributed anymore to migration of
such clusters, as it is in pure Fe [10] except to those created during
irradiation if it is the case. The existing literature presents contro-
versies in the interpretation of stage II. Some authors attribute it to
long range migration of SIAs which dissociate from configurational
trapping at effective energies of 0.40–0.45 eV in concentrated
alloys [39]. This result is based on experimental results from Ben-
kaddour and Dimitrov [11,20] who observed a single well defined
peak. According to Figs. 6 and 8, in our case stage II appears to be
composed of a set of three small peaks or sub-stages. In the case of
Benkaddour’s curve, it could be attributed to a too high smoothing
of experimental data or low resolution, which would wipe out vari-
ations in RR. On the other hand, Nikolaev’s curve also shows two
peaks in this temperature interval. One at 155 K and the other at
195 K which he associates to correlated migration of vacancies.
Thus, present result strongly supports the existence of such sub-
structure, i.e. that it will be showing differentiated migration
mechanisms all associated to the stage II. Future measurements
and simulations will confirm or refute the appearance of these
sub-stages and their underlying processes.

Nikolaev has also claimed that the onset of free vacancy migra-
tion, which is the characteristic of stage III, occurs in Fe–Cr alloys at
195 K [19]. In the case of binary alloys, the long range migration of
defects enhances rearrangement of solutes, i.e. produces SRO
effects which change the residual resistivity. In particular, it has
been argued that free vacancy migration is very effective at alter-
ing SRO [43]. It is worth noting that in the case of electron irradi-
ation, no effect of SRO contributions was observed in conventional
RR curves in Fe–4%Cr and Fe–5%Cr [17]. A specific approach is
required to observe the SRO contributions in such samples [19].
In the present work, at this temperature, the proton irradiated
RR curve starts to deviate from the electron irradiated ones (see
Fig. 7). This temperature coincides with the end of stage II at the
present RR derivative curve (Figs. 6 and 8). It is also observed that
the characteristic peaks previously found in the RR derivative by
other authors [17,20] after the onset of long range vacancy migra-
tion almost disappear in the present RR spectrum. It seems that the
recombination stages are hidden. In our case it is measured that in
this temperature interval only a 4% RR occurs in our sample while
the partial recovery on electron irradiated samples is 16–11%.
Moreover, the RR rate becomes negative at the end of IIIA. This is
very likely due to an increase in the SRO effects in the proton irra-
diated sample, which in the case of Fe–5%Cr, contribute to increase
the residual resistivity of the sample [12]. This inversion of the RR
is in fact attributed to an increase in resistivity by the Cr ordering
in the alloy [12]. A mechanism that might promote the short-range
rearrangement of Cr atoms in the vicinity of trapped defects has
been recently described and depicted by Nikolaev (Figs. 6 and 7
of [18]) for vacancy–carbon defects. The present results suggest
that a similar mechanism with trapped dumbbells and Vs should
operate in the case of non C-doped Fe–4Cr samples. The proposed
model assumes that during its migration, the vacancy can
exchange its position with a neighbouring Fe or Cr atom, depend-
ing on which one is more energetically favourable. The probable
path is determined by the specific number and spatial distribution
of nearest-neighbours (nn) and next-nn Cr atoms. Thus, a local
arrangement of atoms can be reordered as the vacancy migrates
in the vicinity, favouring the system to go to equilibrium value in
terms of SRO (at this temperature).

Such significant SRO effect is possible given that, as it has been
observed by Mössbauer Spectroscopy measurements, the distribu-
tion of Cr atoms in Fe100�xCrx alloys with x 6 25 is not random but
instead has a particular atomic configuration [44]. In addition, be-
yond stage III, at 220 K the long range migration of de-trapped SIAs
also starts [18] and this migration could also contribute to the SRO
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(although vacancies are more effective). At the highest annealing
temperatures (485 K) there is still a 10% of recovery remaining,
indicating that the Cr configuration is not the same as before
irradiation and that there is still some SRO contribution to the
resistivity induced by irradiation. Recovery peaks observed beyond
250 K are still of unknown nature, but their differences with
respect to smooth derivative of Benkaddour could be explained
by a difference in radiation damage.

Therefore it seems that proton irradiation, besides producing a
different damage distribution and type than electrons, also favours
the appearance of SRO effects in RR curves. Damage distribution
and type, i.e. small cascades or presence of small clusters, might
also play a role in the number of peaks and their position. Other
aspects related to the sample microstructure such as its impurity
content, dislocation density or initial Cr distribution could also
be the responsible for some of the observed differences (as indi-
cated, our sample is of higher purity).

6. Conclusions

In this contribution, the recently developed set-up for low tem-
perature resistivity measurements of ion-irradiated samples has
been detailed in order to apply it to nuclear reactor materials
study. Experimental errors and measurement procedure to obtain
reliable RR data were presented and discussed.

The presentation and analysis of the data relative to RR of an
Fe–5%Cr alloy has not only confirmed the good performance of
the presented set-up, but also have raised intriguing questions
about the behaviour of Fe–Cr systems under irradiation. For exam-
ple, SRO effects seem to be much stronger in proton-irradiated
samples than under electron irradiation, leading mainly to an
important reduction of stage III (200–285 K), then followed by an
increase of RR rate at higher temperatures (up to 450 K). The role
of the different PKA mean energy obtained in the present work
compared to previous works on electron irradiations has been dis-
cussed, which could explain some differences on peak positions/
heights. Further work on higher Cr content alloys and a different
approach to suppress SRO from RR measurement is in progress,
which will allow us to obtain a better understanding of basic
mechanisms of FeCr evolution under irradiation.
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